Speech of the Order branch
Ladies and gentlemen

Been the representative of the order branch, I am very glad to talk with you, and to expose the job of my branch.

Firstly: to find out the people's wishes to report them to the government
Secondly: to collaborate with the administration and the people to prevent and repress the bandit and enemy
Thirdly: to stop all debauch seed
Forthly: to advise the people in its daily work
Fithly: to observe the people's spirit state.

Then, we hope the administration and you, our citizen, you would approve our mission and collaborate with us to consolidate the order and the Security of this village.

Speech of the "Organization" branch.
- Method of organization.
- Reason why we must have an organization.
- Mission:
  - Organization of: Old men groups
  - youth groups, scholars groups.
- Purpose:
  - To serve the Nation
  - To train the group member in all points of view: in ellectual, moral, military, sport.
  - To participate to the Social Service.

Speech of the Popular education branch
- Importance of the Education
- Two categories of Students which the branch will educate
  a/ those who knew how to read and to write and want to improve their knowledge.
  b/ the illiterates.
- Evening courses for those who have to work in day-time
Speech of the Information and propaganda branch.

- Importance of the branch.
- to inform the people the recent events.
- Purposes: to explain the gov't program
  a/ agrarian reform.
  b/ People's living improvement
  c/ To support the industrials and producers.
  d/ To support and develop the village health service
  e/ establish the popular education
  f/ road reparation etc;.....

When the information service functions regularly we will form the local information cadres.....